Immediate implants in fresh extraction sockets: A Review
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Abstract
Immediate implants are the implants placed into the fresh extraction socket following tooth extraction. Several human and animal studies have shown that the success rate of these implants is comparable to the implants placed in the healed sites. There are certain advantages of this procedure which include, fewer surgical steps, preservation of the bone height and width, short edentulous time period and reduced overall cost. Immediate implants are advantageous to the patients from both surgical and prosthetic point of view. So this technique is very appealing for the patients who require both extraction and the implant placement. The objective is to provide a general review about immediate implant placement and to summarize uses and applications in which this technique can be indicated.
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Introduction
The implant therapy is currently considered to be a successful and acceptable means to restore missing teeth.1 The first titanium dental implant to replace a missing tooth in human oral cavity was reported by Branemark et al. in 1969.2 The masticatory functions of partially or completely edentulous patients have been efficiently and successfully restored by dental implants. Earlier guidelines suggested that after extraction, alveolar remodelling should be allowed for 2-3 months before the implant placement and then an additional load free healing period of 3-6 months was required for implant osseointegration. This extended treatment period and need for removable prosthesis during healing period may be inconvenient to certain patients. For success of the implants to be clinically and experimentally meaningful, criteria developed by Alberktson and co-workers should be met, which states that vertical bone loss should not be more than 1.5 mm for the first year of function and 0.2 mm thereafter.3 These criterias were based on implants placed in native bone and restored within 3-6 months. However, these standards of success still remained in place when studies were carried out by Adell and associates4 Quirymen and colleagues5 etc in immediate implants.

Immediate implants has advantages over the conventional approach such as the preservation of bone and soft tissue esthetics, reduction in overall treatment time, and ideal axial orientation of the implant. The concept of immediate implants was initially described more than 40 years ago by Schulte and Heminke6 in 1976 and confirmed by Krump et al.7 and Barzilay et al.8 Only a slight increase of socket length is required to improve the primary stability, so there is minimum use of surgical drills. The risk of necrosis of the bone is decreased due to the decreased surgical trauma. Moreover, the natural socket is rich in periodontal cells and matrix which makes healing faster and more predictable.9

Classification on the basis of the timing of implant placement
1. As per Wilson and Weber,10 the terms used to define the timing of implant placement were, Immediate, Recent, Delayed, and Mature in relation to soft tissue healing and the predictability of guided-bone regeneration procedures. However, no guidelines for the time interval associated with these terms were provided.
2. As per Mayfield et al,11 Immediate: Time interval of zero week after extraction Delayed: Time interval of 6 to 10 weeks after extraction Late: Time interval of 6 months or more extraction
3. As per Hammerle et al,12 Type I: implant placement in fresh extraction socket Type II: implant placement after soft tissue coverage (4-8 weeks) Type III: implant placement after radiographic bone fill (12-16 weeks) Type IV: implant placement in healed sockets (>16 weeks)
4. As per Esposito et al,12 Immediate: Implant placement in fresh extraction sockets Immediate-delayed: Implant placement within 8 weeks post extraction Delayed: Implant placement after 8 weeks post extraction.

In the following article, we will be reviewing the implants placed immediately into extraction socket without bone healing.

Indications for immediate implant placement
1. Patient with good health status.
2. Patient should be of 18 years of age or older.
3. Fresh extraction socket without bone healing.
4. Reasons for initial tooth extraction (trauma, caries, root resorption and endodonic failure).
5. Presence of adequate gingival architecture with surrounding dentition.
6. Good oral hygiene.
7. Adequate bone volume.
8. Informed consent of the patient.
9. Deciduous teeth that are retained in the oral cavity.
10. Root fracture either vertical/horizontal
11. Teeth which are periodontally involved
12. Chronic periapical/periodontal infection
13. Fenestration defects

**Contraindications for immediate implant placement**
1. Poor oral hygiene.
2. Chronic or acute systematic disorders (uncontrolled diabetes, hemorrhagic diathesis, general or autoimmune deficiency).
3. Poor interest or cooperation from the patient.
4. Existence of non treated generalized periodontitis.
5. Insufficient bone volume at the receptor site.
6. Pathological changes at the receptor site (cysts, tumors, osteomyelitis, etc)
7. Patient still growing (child or adolescent).
8. Medically allergic and compromised patients.
9. Presence of dehiscence or fenestrations.
10. Heavy smokers, alcohol or drug abusers.
11. Patients with bruxism.
12. Inability to achieve primary implant stability following immediate implantation.
13. Acute periapical/periodontal infections
14. Proximity to vital anatomic structures
15. Sites requiring guided bone regeneration
16. Patients with high lip line
17. Tissue phenotype
18. Dehiscence defects

**Clinical requirements for immediate implant placement**
1. **Diagnosis and treatment planning:** To start with the immediate implantation, first and foremost requirement is a good initial diagnosis and treatment planning. Thorough medical and dental history should be taken, followed by clinical photographs, study models and panoramic radiographs. The tooth to be extracted is considered for its general dental health, root orientation and anatomy. Generally the tooth indicated for extraction should be unrestorable with non vital pulp and very little or no periodontal disease. Proper diagnosis helps in better prognosis of the treatment outcome. In the aesthetic zone bone morphology, scallop of the periodontium, level of crestal and interproximal bone, smile line, morphology of the gingival tissues must be considered before initiating treatment. A minimum of 4-5 mm of bone width at the crest and 10 mm or greater from the alveolar crest to a safe distance above the mandibular canal is recommended. Sufficient distance must be available coronal to the maxillary sinus and floor of nose.

2. **Crown to root ratio:** Secondly, the crown to root ratio should be evaluated and the factors like remaining root length, furcation involvement, periodontal health status of teeth adjacent to the proposed implant site should be considered. These factors may influence the dimensional changes of the bone following tooth extraction, appearance , moment of force on the implant and surrounding crestal bone.

3. **Tooth extraction:** Atraumatic tooth extraction should be carried out with the help of luxators, periotomes, vertical root distractors or Peizo surgery, etc. It facilitates maintenance of the maximum amount of bone. Multi rooted teeth should be sectioned into two parts before the removal to avoid trauma to the hard tissues. Teeth that require root amputations, hemisections or advanced periodontal procedures may have a questionable prognosis and patients should be given reasonable options before these procedures are implemented.

By using a bur, a trough should be made around the circumference of the root through the ligament. The roots are to be removed with an elevator using minimum pressure. Care must be exercised not to luxate buccal-lingually. Excessive force in this direction can damage the buccal plate. After tooth removal, a curette should be used to explore the location of the buccal plate and confirm that it is intact. The surgical guide is placed over the surgical site and a sharp precision drill is used to penetrate the palatal wall of the extraction socket. This drill guides the other drills used to create the osteotomy.

4. **Incision designs:** While placing an implant in the esthetic zone, conservative flap designs should be employed during the surgery. A full thickness flap should be elevated ideally, however, a flapless technique should only be followed when there is favourable attached gingiva, low esthetic demand, and the site has been assessed radiographically indicating favourable clinical conditions such as intact, and thick facial bony walls. Placing dental implants without the elevation of flap results in probing depth of less than 2mm around dental implants as reported by Al Ansari and Morris, Jennt, Cardaropoli et al etc. However many authors have contraindicated the advantages of flapless techniques as there are chances of incorrect implant placement or perforation of the buccal plate. So it has been proposed by Campelo and Camara in their study that it is essential to conduct a preoperative CT scan before flapless surgery.
5. Preparation of the site: After the tooth is extracted, the socket is thoroughly curetted to remove the granulation tissue. This has been documented in various studies of immediate implant placement.19,45 There should be presence of at least 3-4 osseous walls for the success of immediate implants.10 Use of an antibacterial irrigant is also necessary before proceeding with the surgery as recommended by Gher et al.20

6. Initial stability: Initial stability or primary stability can be defined as the initial strong bond between the bone and implant which leads to the successful osseointegration of implants. In case of immediate implants primary stability can be achieved by drilling at least 3-4 mm beyond the root apex. This was in accordance to various studies by Shwartz-Arad and Chaushu,21,22 Touti and Guez,23 Nemcovsky et al,24 Hammerle et al.25

7. Implant design: Tapered, self tapping and threaded implants offer better initial stability in the fresh extraction sockets than the non threaded and cylindrical implants.26 Similar findings were observed by Toyoshima et al,28 Yung Soo et al,29 and Kokovic et al,30 in their respective studies. Tapered design also allows the implant to be placed in the same position as the extracted tooth and also avoids the perforation of buccal or labial wall which is common in the anterior maxilla when using parallel-walled implants. Also longer and wider diameter implants increase the bone implant interface and hence the primary stability.27

8. Loading protocol: If an implant has achieved a good initial stability it is advisable to load the implant immediately. In the studies by various authors, immediate loading of implants in fresh extraction sockets has predictable outcomes and is comparable to the delayed loading. The provisional restoration should have an ovate pontic to support the adjacent tissues and help preserve soft tissue anatomy adjacent to the implant. Provisional restorations not only increase the patient’s satisfaction, but also guides the healing of the soft tissue around the implants. Loading of the implant should be done within acceptable limits to stimulate the bone around the implants.

Characteristics of immediate implant placement

1. Effects on alveolar ridge: Once the tooth is extracted, the alveolar ridge undergoes dimensional changes in the horizontal as well as the vertical direction.5 The buccal plate is however more affected than the lingual plate. Shropp et al31 conducted a study in which he assessed the changes of the alveolar process following extraction. He found that major changes in the dimensions of an extraction socket occurred during the first year after tooth extraction. Similarly reduction in the bone defect occurs more in the immediate implants than in the delayed implants as reported by Yournis et al.32 Due to these marked changes, immediate implant placement can be considered as an alternative to reduce the ridge resorption and prevent its atrophy. However some studies have reported that the placement of implants in fresh extraction sockets do not necessarily influence the ridge resorption.33

2. Preservation of extraction socket: The atraumatic tooth extraction preserves the walls of the extraction socket and the drilling in case of immediate implants is done only 2-3 mm beyond the root apex. This leads to less generation of heat and the bone is protected from necrosis. This was confirmed in studies by Garber et al.34 Locante et al,35 Lorenzoni et al.36 The rate and pattern of bone resorption gets altered if any traumatic procedure damages one or more walls of the socket. In these circumstances, fibrous tissue may occupy the part of the socket preventing normal healing and osseous regeneration.

3. Bone healing and augmentation procedures: Bone healing may occur even without the use of barrier membranes. Immediate implants are associated with a critical component of the peri-implant defect that is the size of the horizontal defect. Horizontal defect (HD) is the longest distance in a perpendicular direction from the implant surface to the socket wall.37 It has been demonstrated that the implants which have a HD of 2mm or less do not require any membranes or grafts.38-40 However, prognosis of implants with HD more than 2mm is critical.37 These sites require combination of bone grafts and barrier membrane for osseointegration.41,42 In a study by Schwartz D et al42 implants were placed immediately after tooth extraction into fresh extraction sockets. The defect between the implant and the socket was grafted with small autogenous bone chips (from bone adjacent to implant sites) without the use of any membranes. No implant loss was observed after loading which indicated that implants placed into fresh extraction sites grafted with autogenous bone chips heal predictably.

4. Bone fill in immediate implants: The majority of studies state that there are peri implant defects associated with immediate implants. These defects heal with significant bone fill in both submerged an non submerged implants. Vigonletti et al43 reported that wound healing initiated with a coagulum that was substituted by a provisional matrix at 1 week. Bone formation started concomitant to a marked bone resorption and at 2 weeks woven bone formation was evident and gradually remodelled to lamellar bone at 4 and 8 weeks. Similar results were obtained by Anderson...
and co-workers,\(^{(44)}\) who reported a bone gain of 88\% in case of immediate implants.

5. **Implantation in infected sites:** Implants can be placed in chronic periapical infected sites. In a study by Jerome A et al\(^{(45)}\) clinical success of implants placed into periapical infected sites was considered. Fifty patients who were in good health with no chronic disorder or smoking habit were included into this prospective controlled study. Thorough degranulation of the socket was performed after extraction and the implants were loaded after 6 months. It was concluded that placement of immediate implants in chronically infected sites may not be necessarily contraindicated if appropriate clinical procedures like antibiotic administration, meticulous cleaning and alveolar debridement before surgical procedure is done. Similar results were obtained by Villa R et al.\(^{(46)}\) Horwitz J et al.\(^{(47)}\) etc in their respective studies. However in some studies, it has been shown that implants placed in sites associated with chronic periodontitis have been associated with slightly elevated failure rates.\(^{(48-50)}\)

6. **Immediate loading of immediately placed implants:** The concept of immediate loading of immediate implants can also increase the patients acceptance to implant treatment. Initially this approach was applied only in the areas with dense bone, i.e interfornamina region,\(^{(51)}\) but lately other researchers applied this concept in single tooth restorations as well. Garber et al,\(^{(34)}\) in his study found excellent results when the single tooth implants were non functionally loaded after implant placement. Another study by Locante,\(^{(35)}\) reported a success rate of 98\%. Jo et al,\(^{(52)}\) also loaded the implants immediately after tooth extraction and found a success rate of 98.9\%. Similar results were obtained by Saadun et al\(^{(53)}\) who performed immediate implantation followed by temporisation and reported a success rate of 95.52\%. Similarly, Lorenzoni et al\(^{(36)}\) reported 100\% survival rate in immediately placed and immediately loaded implants. Kan et al\(^{(54)}\) in his study evaluated anterior maxillary hydroxyapatite quoted threaded implants in 35 patients and found that successful aesthetic outcomes can be achieved with immediate temporization. Similar results were obtained in other studies by Norton et al,\(^{(55)}\) Ribero et al,\(^{(56)}\) Block et al,\(^{(57)}\) etc. However there are other studies which contradict this concept. As per Cavacchia and Bravi,\(^{(58)}\) implants placed immediately should get a load free healing period. Similar results were obtained by Sclari,\(^{(59)}\) Touati and Guez\(^{(21)}\) etc. Another study by Chaushu et al,\(^{(60)}\) reported that immediate loading of immediate implants is not a good treatment of choice as they carried a risk of failure in 20\% of the implants placed in his study.

7. **Esthetics:** Although esthetics is the major reason for immediate implant placement, less data is available on esthetic outcomes following implant placement. Judicious planning is necessary for immediate implant placement in the anterior region. The extraction of the tooth extraction in this region can be done with or without elevating the flap. Elevating a flap may cause alveolar bone resorption, particularly if the gingiva has a thin biotype. Chen ST et al\(^{(56)}\) in 2008 gave a retrospective review on aesthetic outcome of 42 implant restorations completed using an immediate implant placement surgical protocol and concluded that thin tissue biotype showed slightly greater recession than thick tissue biotype. Implants with buccal shoulder positions showed more recession than implant with lingual shoulder position with difference being highly statistically significant and recommended that implants should not be placed buccally to avoid ginvival recession. Usually in the maxilllary anterior region submerged implants are preferred to achieve esthetics. It is important to engage the palatal wall of the extraction socket and engage the bone 2-3 mm apically. If this guideline is not followed, implant will be placed too close to the labial crest which may result in poor aesthetic outcome due to loss of crestal bone loss and marginal tissue recession. Mesio-distally a minimum of 1.5 mm of distance should be maintained from the adjacent teeth.

8. **Immediate implants in the posterior region:** It is recommended to place the implants in the inter radicular bone in the molar region as implant placement in the root socket can lead to a non-ideal restorative position. This may result in mechanical overload of the implant. Furthermore, the resulting shape of the restoration may render oral hygiene more difficult, which enhances the risk for peri-implantitis. The remaining socket should be augmented with graft material and a membrane. Finally, proper patient/case selection is the primary factor for achieving the success of this technique. The patient has to be in ideal condition and all the systemic health factors that can affect the bone should be considered.

**Conclusion**

Following conclusion can be drawn from the above review of literature:

1. Immediate implantation do not completely inhibit the alveolar ridge resorption but it has other advantages like shorter treatment time, decrease in surgical interventions, psychological benefits, etc which causes more benefits to the patients.

2. Immediate implants can also be considered a favourable treatment option in chronically infected sites if complete degranulation of the socket is
done and proper antibiotic treatment is prescribed before and after the surgery.

3. Immediate implantation can be carried out successfully without bone augmentation procedures. However when horizontal defect is greater than 2mm, these augmentation procedures can be implemented.

4. Immediate temporisation of immediate implants can be achieved with predictable results if kept out of contact or in centric contact.

5. Morphology of the alveolar bone, extraction socket, peri-implant tissue, type of bone augmentation procedure used are all important to achieve high success rate. Proper case selection should be done to achieve favourable results.

6. Immediate implantation can be carried out with or without flap reflection.

The purpose of this paper was to review the predictability, rationale and treatment planning steps for implant placement immediately after tooth extraction. Multi-centre studies have validated the predictability of placing implants at the time of extraction provided these procedures are appropriately treatment planned. Additional research can be performed to further investigate the success of immediate implantation and provisionalization.
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